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ABSTRACT
There is great interest in assessing student learning in unscripted,
open-ended environments, but students’ work can evolve in ways
that are too subtle or too complex to be detected by the human
eye. In this paper, I describe an automated technique to assess,
analyze and visualize students learning computer programming. I
logged hundreds of snapshots of students’ code during a
programming assignment, and I employ different quantitative
techniques to extract students’ behaviors and categorize them in
terms of programming experience. First I review the literature on
educational data mining, learning analytics, computer vision
applied to assessment, and emotion detection, discuss the
relevance of the work, and describe one case study with a group
undergraduate engineering students

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.3.2 [Computer and Information Science Education]:
Computer Science Education.

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Performance, Language.

Keywords
Learning Analytics, Educational Data
Automated Assessment, Constructionism.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers are unanimous to state that we need to teach the socalled “21st century skills”: creativity, innovation, critical
thinking, problem solving, communication, and collaboration.
None of those skills are easily measured using current assessment
techniques, such as multiple choice tests, open items, or
portfolios. As a result, schools are paralyzed by the push to teach
new skills, and the lack of reliable ways to assess them. One of
the difficulties is that current assessment instruments are based on
products (an exam, a project, a portfolio), and not on processes
(the actual cognitive and intellectual development while
performing a learning activity), due to the intrinsic difficulties in
capturing detailed process data for large numbers of students.
However, new data collection, sensing, and data mining
technologies are making it possible to capture and analyze
massive amounts of data in all fields of human activity. These
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techniques include logs of email and web servers, computer
activity capture, wearable cameras, wearable sensors, bio sensors
(e.g., skin conductivity, heartbeat, brain waves), and eye-tracking,
using techniques such as machine learning and text mining. Such
techniques are enabling researchers to have an unprecedented
insight into the minute-by-minute development of several
activities. In this paper, we propose that such techniques could be
used to evaluate some cognitive strategies and abilities, especially
in learning environments where the outcome is unpredictable such
as a robotics project or a computer program.
In this work, we focused on students learning to program a
computer using the NetLogo language. Hundreds of snapshots for
each student were captured, filtered, and analyzed. I will describe
some prototypical coding trajectories and discuss how they relate
to students’ programming experience, as well as the implication
for the teaching and learning of computer programming.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Two examples of the current attempts to use artificial intelligence
techniques to assess human learning are text analysis and emotion
detection. The work of Rus et al. [13], for example, makes
extensive use of text analytics within a computer-based
application for learning about complex phenomena in science.
Students were asked to write short paragraphs about scientific
phenomena – Rus et al. then explored which machine learning
algorithm would enable them to most accurately classify each
student in terms of their content knowledge, based on
comparisons with expert-formulated responses. However, some
authors have tried to use even less intrusive technologies; for
example, speech analysis further removes the student from the
traditional assessment setting by allowing them to demonstrate
fluency in a more natural setting. Beck and Sison [4] have
demonstrated a method for using speech recognition to assess
reading proficiency in a study with elementary school students
that combines speech recognition with knowledge tracing (a form
of probabilistic monitoring.)
The second area of work is the detection of emotional states using
non-invasive techniques. Understanding student sentiment is an
important element in constructing a holistic picture of student
progress, and it also helps enabling computer-based systems to
interact with students in emotionally supportive ways. Using the
Facial Action Coding System (FACS), researchers have been able
to develop a method for recognizing student affective state by
simply observing and (manually) coding their facial expressions
and applying machine learning to the data produced [11].
Researchers have also used conversational cues to detect student’s
emotional state. Similar to the FACS study, Craig et al. designed
an application that could use spoken dialogue to recognize the
states of boredom, frustration, flow, and confusion. They were
able to resolve the validity of their findings through comparison to

emote-aloud activities (a derivative of talk-aloud where
participants describe their emotions as they feel them) while
students interacted with AutoTutor.

showed that they could identify meaningful meta-cognitive
planning processes when students were conducting experiments in
an online virtual lab environment.

Even though researchers have been trying to use all these artificial
intelligence techniques for assessing students’ formal knowledge
and emotional states, the field is currently benefiting from three
important additions: 1) detailed, multimodal student activity data
(gestures, sketches, actions) as a primary component of analysis,
2) automation of data capture and analysis, 3) multidimensional
data collection and analysis. This work is now coalescing into the
nascent field of Learning Analytics or Educational Data Mining
[1, 3], and has been used in many contexts to measure students’
learning and affect. However, in Baker and Yacef’s review of its
current uses, the majority of the work is focused on cognitive
tutors or semi-scripted environments [2]. Open-ended tasks and
unscripted learning environments have only been in the reach of
qualitative, human-coded methods. However, qualitative
approaches presents some crucial shortcomings: (1) there is no
persistent trace of the evolution of the students’ artifacts
(computer code, robots, etc.), (2) crucial learning moments within
a project can last only seconds, and are easy to miss with
traditional data collection techniques (i.e., field notes or video
analysis), and (3) such methodologies are hard to scale for large
groups or extended periods of time. The cost of recording,
transcribing and analysis data is a known limiting factor for
qualitative researchers.

However, most of these studies did not involve the creation of
completely open-ended artifacts, with almost unlimited degrees of
freedom. Even though the work around these environments is
incipient, some attempts have been made (see 7, 8). Another of
such examples is the work Berland & Martin [5], who by logging
data found that novice students' developed successful program
code by following one of two progressions: planner and tinkerer.
Planners found success by carefully structuring programs over
time, and tinkerers found success by accreting programs over
time. In their study, students were generally unsuccessful if they
didn't follow one of those paths.

At the same time, most of previous work on EDM has been used
to assess specific and limited tasks – but the “21st century skills”
we need to assess now are much more complex, such as creativity,
the ability to find solutions to ill-structured problems and navigate
in environments with sparse information, as well as dealing with
uncertainty. Unscripted learning environments are well-known for
being challenging to measure and assess, but recent advances both
data collection and machine learning could make it possible to
understand students’ trajectories in these environments.
For example, researchers have attempted to automate the
collection of action data, such as gesture and emotion. Weinland
et al. [15] and Yilmaz et al. [17] were able to detect basic human
actions related to movement. Craig et al. [10] created a system for
automatic detection of facial expressions (the FACS study). The
technique that Craig et al. validated is a highly non-invasive
mechanism for realizing student sentiment, and can be coupled
with computer vision technology and biosensors to enable
machines to automatically detect changes in emotional state or
cognitive-affect.
Another area of active development is speech and text mining.
Researchers have combined natural language processing and
machine learning to analyze student discussions and writing,
leveraging Independent Component Analysis of student
conversations – a technique whose validity has been repeatedly
reproduced. The derived text will is subsequently analyzed using
Latent Semantic Analysis [13]. Given the right training and
language model, LSA can give a clearer picture of each student’s
knowledge development throughout the course of the learning
activity.
In the realm of exploratory learning environments, Bernardini,
Amershi and Conati [6] built student models combining
supervised and unsupervised classification, both with log files and
eye-tracking, and showed that meaningful events could be
detected with the combined data. Montalvo et al. [11], also using a
combination of automated and semi-automated real-time coding,

In this paper, I will present one exploratory case study on the
possibility of using learning analytics and educational data mining
to inspect students’ behavior and learning in project-based,
unscripted, constructionist [12] learning environments, in which
traditional assessment methods might not capture students’
evolution. My goal is to establish a proof of existence that
automatically-generated logs of students programming can be
used to infer patterns in how students go about programming, and
that by inspecting those patterns we could design better support
materials and strategies, as well as detect critical points in the
writing of software in which human assistance would be more
needed. Since my data relies in just nine subjects, I don’t make
claims of statistical significance, but the data points present
meaningful qualitative distinctions between students.

3. METHODS AND DATASET
To collect the programming logs, I employed the NetLogo [16]
programming environment. NetLogo can log to an XML file all
users’ actions, such as key presses, button clicks, changes in
variables and, most importantly, changes in the code. I developed
techniques and custom tools to automatically store, filter, and
analyze snapshots of the code generated by students.
The logging module uses a special configuration file, which
specifies which actions are to be logged. This file was distributed
to students alongside with instruction about how to enable
logging, collect the log-files, and send those files back for analysis
Nine students in a sophomore-level engineering class had a 3week programming assignment. The task was to write a computer
program to model a scientific phenomenon of their choice.
Students had the assistance of a ‘programming’ teaching
assistance, following the normal class structure. The teaching
assistant was available for about 3-4 hours a week for each
student, and an individual, 1-hour programming tutorial session
was conducted with each of the students on the first week of the
study.
158 logfiles were collected. Using a combination of XQuery and
regular expression processors (such as ‘grep’), the files were
processed, parsed, and analyze (1.5GB and 18 million lines of
uncompressed text files). Below is a summary of the collected
data (in this order): total number of events logged, total number of
non-code events (e.g., variable changes, button presses), percent
of non-code events, and actual coding snapshots.

Table 1. Number of eveents collected peer student

previouus ability and experience migght have determ
mined their
perform
mance.

N
Name

Even
nts

Non-cod
de

Non-Codee %

Code

C
Chuck

2580
036

257675
5

99.9%

361

4.1 C
Coding straategies

Che

597
70

928

15.5%

5042

4.1.1 Luca

Leah

283
36

525

18.5%

2311

Liam

40447
723

4041123
3

99.9%

3600

Leen

253112

241827
7

95.5%

11285

Luca

9263
31

86708

93.6%

5923

Nema

369
90

649

17.6%

3041

Paul

218
8

15

6.9%

203

Shana

41656
657

4159327
7

99.8%

6330

Total

88268
873

8788777
7

99.6%

38096

T
The overwhelmin
ng majority of events
e
collected
d were non-codin
ng
eevents, such as variable chang
ges, buttons preessed, and click
ks.
T
These particularr kinds of even
nt takes place when
w
students are
a
ruunning or testin
ng models – ev
very single variiable change geets
recorded, what accounts for th
he very large number
n
of even
nts
on.) Since the analysis
a
of stud
dents’ interactions
(almost 9 millio
w
with models is out of the scop
pe of this papeer, all non-codin
ng
eevents were filteered out from th
he main datasett, so we were leeft
w
with 1187 eventss for 9 users.

Luca iss a sophomore engineering stuudent and built a scientific
model in her domain area. She had m
modest previouss experience
with coomputers, and hher grade in thee class was alsoo around the
averagee, which makes hher a good exam
mple for an in-deepth analysis
of her llog files.
Figure 2 is a visualizzation of Luca’ss model buildinng logs. The
continuuous (red) curvee represents the nnumber of charaacters in her
code, thhe (blue) dots (m
mostly) underneeath the curve represent the
time b etween two code compilationss (secondary y--axis to the
right), (green) dots placed at y=11800 represent successful
compilaations, (orangee) dots placeed at y=12000 represent
unsucceessful compilatiions (the y coorrdinates for thoose two data
series are arbitrary and were chosen just for vvisualization
purposees.) In the follow
wing paragraphss, I will analyzee each of the
6 regioons of the plot. The analysis w
was done by loooking at the
overall increase in chaaracter count (Fiigure 2), and theen using the
Navigator tool (Figure 1) to loccate the exact point in time
Code N
when thhe events happenned.

F
For further data analysis, a com
mbination of tech
hniques was useed.
F
First, I develop
ped a series off Mathematica scripts to cou
unt
m
meaningful events within thee dataset, such
h as number of
ccharacters, keyw
words used, codee compilations, and
a types of errror
m
messages. Then,, I used the resulting plots to look at particullar
ssnapshots where seemingly atyp
pical coding actiivity took place –
innflection points, plateaus, and sharp decreasess or increases. To
T
eexamine the sn
napshots, I deveeloped a custom software too
ol,
““Event Navigator” (Figure 1). Th
he software enab
bles researchers to
ggo back and forrth in time, “frame-by-frame,” tracking
t
studentts’
pprogression and measuring
m
statistical data.
Figurre 2. Code size, time between ccompilations, an
nd errors,
for Luca’s logfiles
The folllowing are the m
main coding eveents for Luca:
1. Luuca started with one of the exem
mplar
proograms seen in the tutorial. Inn less
thaan a minute, she deleted the
unnnecessary code and ended up w
with a
skeeleton of a new program (see thhe big
droop in point A).

Figure 1. Screeenshot of the Ev
vent Navigator software, which
h
aallows research
hers to go back and forth in tim
me, tracking how
w
stud
dents created a computer prog
gram.

44. DATA ANALYSIS
A
F
For the analysis, I will first focu
us on one studen
nt and conduct an
a
inn-depth explorattion of her codin
ng strategies. Then, I will compaare
hher work with other students,, and show ho
ow differences in

2. Shhe spent the nexxt half-hour buiilding
herr first procedurre. During this time,
bettween A and B
B, she had numeerous
unnsuccessful com
mpilations (see the
oraange dots), and ggoes from 200 too 600
chharacters of code..

3. The size of the code remain
ns stable for
12 minutes (point B), untill there is a
sudden jum
mp from 600
0 to 900
characters (jjust before poin
nt C). This
jump corresp
ponds to Luca copying and
pasting her own code: she duplicated
her first procedure as a basis
b
for a
second one. During this peeriod, also,
she opens many of th
he sample
programs wiithin NetLogo.
4. Luca spend
ds some time making
m
her
new duplicaate procedure work.
w
The
frequency off compilation deccreases (see
the density of orange and green
g
dots),
the averagee time per compilation
c
increases, an
nd again we seee a plateau
for about onee hour (point D)..
5. After one ho
our in the plateaau, there is
another sudd
den increase in code size,
from 900 to
o 1300 characterrs (between
D and E). Actually,
A
what Lu
uca did was
to open a saample program and
a copy a
procedure th
hat generated som
mething she
needed for her
h model. Notee that code
compilationss are even less freequent.
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c
che
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6. After makiing the “recyccled” code
work, Luca got to her final number of
1200 charactters of code. Shee then spent
about 20 minutes
m
“beautiifying” the
code, fixing
g the indentation
n, changing
names of variables, etc. No real
changes in the code took place, and
there are no incorrect compillations.
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leen
4000
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t
four proto
otypical modelin
ng
Luca’s narrattive suggests, thus,
eevents:
n existing prog
gram as a startin
ng

Striipping down an
poin
nt.

Lon
ng plateaus of no
n coding activity, during whicch
stud
dents browse otther code (or th
heir own code) for
f
usefful pieces.

Sud
dden jumps in character coun
nt, when studen
nts
imp
port code from other
o
programs, or copy and passte
cod
de from within th
heir working prog
gram.

A fiinal phase in wh
hich students fix
x the formatting of
the code, indentatio
on, variable namees, etc.

44.1.2 Shana, Lian, Leen, and
a Che
U
Using the character count time series it is posssible to examin
ne
loogfiles from otther students in
n search of sim
milarities. In th
he
ffollowing, I show
w plots from fo
our different stud
dents (Luca, Ch
he,
L
Leen, and Shanaa, Figure 3), which include alll of their activiity
(including openin
ng other models—
—the “spikes”—
—note that the pllot
inn Figure 2 did not show all of
o Luca’s activitties, but only her
h
aactivities within
n her model, i.e., excludin
ng opening an
nd
m
manipulating oth
her models).
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Figuree 3. Code size veersus time for ffor students: Sh
hana, Luca,
Che, and Leen. The spikes show mooments in which
h students
oopened sample code.
First, llet’s examine S
Shana’s logfiless. After many spikes and
almost no change in thee baseline charaacter count, theree is a sudden
m about 200 to 44,000 characterss of code. A
jump (aat time=75) from
closer, systematic exaamination revealled that Shana employed a
differennt approach thann Luca. After soome attempts to incorporate
the codde of other progrrams into her ow
wn (the spikes), she gave up
and deccided to do the opposite: start ffrom a ready-maade program
and addd her code to iit. She then choose a very welll-established
samplee program (proviided as part of tthe initial tutoriaal) and built
hers onn top of it. The sudden jump too 4,000 characteers indicates
the mooment when she loaded the sam
mple program annd started to
make it ‘her own’ by adding prrocedures. She seamlessly
integratted the pre-exxisting code innto her new oone, adding
significcant new featurees.
Leen, oon the other handd, had yet anotheer coding style. H
He did open
other ssample programss for inspirationn or cues, but ddid not copy

and paste code. Instead, he built his procedures in small
increments by trial-and-error. In Table 2 we can observe how he
coded a procedure to “sprout” a variable number of white screen
elements (the action lasted 30-minutes). The changes in the code
(“diffs”) are indicated with the (red) greyed-out code.
Table 2. Leen’s attempts to write a procedure
to InsertVacancies

to InsertVacancies
ask patches
[ sprout 2
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white ] ]
end
to InsertVacancies
ask one-of
patches
[ sprout 1
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white ] ]
end
to InsertVacancies
ask patchesfrom
[ sprout 2
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white ] ]
end
to InsertVacancies
while
[
ask one-of
patches
[ sprout 2
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white] ] ]
end
to InsertVacancies
ask one-of
patches
[ sprout 2
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white ] ]
end
to InsertVacancies
ask n-of
Number-ofVacancies patches
[ sprout 2
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white ] ] end

to Insert-Vacancies
sprout 2
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white ] ]
end
to Insert-Vacancies
ask one-of
patches
[ sprout 2
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white ] ]
end
to Insert-Vacancies
ask 5 patches
[ sprout 2
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white ] ]
end
to Insert-Vacancies
loop
[
ask one-of
patches
[ sprout 2
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white ] ] ]
end
to Insert-Vacancies
while n < Numberof-Vacancies
[
ask one-of
patches
[ sprout 2
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white ] ] ]
end
to Insert-Vacancies
ask 35 of patches
[ sprout 2
[ set breed
vacancies
set color
white ] ]
end

Initial code

Ask patches is
introduced, and
then one-of

Leen trial-and-error method had an underlying pattern: he went
from simpler to more complex structures. For example, he first
attempts a fixed, “hardcoded” number of events (using the sprout
command), then introduces control structures (loop, while) to
generate a variable number of events, and finally introduces new
interface widgets to give the user control over the number of
events. Leen reported having a high familiarity with programming
languages (compared to Luca and Shana), which might explain his
different coding style. He seemed to be much more confident
generating code from scratch instead of opening other sample
programs to get inspiration or import code.
Che, with few exceptions, did not open other models during
model building. Similarly to Leen, he also employs an
incremental, trial-and-error approach, but we can clearly detect
many more long plateaus in his graph. Therefore, based on these
logfiles, seven canonical coding strategies can be inferred:
1. Stripping down an existing program as a starting point.
2. Starting from a ready-made program and adding one’s own
procedures.

Leen
experiments
with different
number of
patches (1, 5,
3)

Tries patchesfrom and then
introduce a
loop

3. Long plateaus of no coding activity, during which students
browse other sample programs (or their own) for useful code.
4. Long plateaus of no coding activity, during which students
think of solutions without browsing other programs.
5. Period of linear growth in the code size, during which
students employ a trial-and-error strategy to get the code right.
6. Sudden jumps in character count, when students import code
from other programs, or copy and paste code from within their
working program.
7. A final phase in which students fix the formatting of the
code, indentation, variable names, etc.
Based on those strategies, and the previous programming
knowledge of students determined from questionnaires, the data
suggest three coding profiles:

Tries another
loop approach,
with a while
command

Gives up
looping, tries a
fixed number
of patches

Gives up a
fixed number,
creates a slider,
and introduces
n-of





“Copy and pasters:” more frequent use of a, b, c, f, and g.
Mixed-mode: a combination of c, d, e, and g.
“Self-sufficients:” more frequent use of d, e.

The empirical verification of these canonical coding strategies and
coding profiles has important implications for design, in
particular, learning environments in which engage in projectbased learning. Each coding strategy and profile might demand
different support strategies. For example, students with more
advanced programming skills (many of which exhibited the “selfsufficient” behavior) might require detailed and easy-to-find
language documentation, whereas “copy and pasters” need more
working examples with transportable code. In fact, it could be that
more expert programmers find it enjoyable to figure the solutions
themselves, and would dislike to be helped when they are
problem-solving. Novices, on the other hand, might welcome
some help, since they exhibited a much more active help-seeking
behavior. The data suggests that students in fact are relatively
autonomous in developing apt strategies for their own expertise
level, and remained consistent. Therefore, echoing previous work
on epistemological pluralism, the data suggests that it would be
beneficial for designers to design multiple forms of support to
cater to each style (see, for example, [14]).

4.1.3 Code compilation
Despite these differences, one behavior seemed to be rather
similar across students: the frequency of code compilation. Figure

4 shows the mov
ving average off unsuccessful co
ompilations (thu
us,
thhe error rate) veersus time, i.e., th
he higher the value, the higher th
he
nnumber of unsucccessful compilaations within one moving averag
ge
pperiod (the mov
ving average period
p
was 10%
% of the overaall
dduration of the logfile—if
l
theree were 600 com
mpilation attemptts,
thhere period of th
he moving averaage would be 60)).

Figgure 4. Error raate versus comp
pilation attemptts (time)
For all four students, aafter we eliminaate the somewhaat noisy first
instantss, the error rate ccurve follows ann inverse paraboolic shape. It
starts vvery low, reachees a peak halfway through the project, and
then deecreases reachingg values close too zero. Also, thee (blue) dots
on topp of y=0 (coorrect compilatiions) and y=11 (incorrect
compilaations) indicate the actual com
mpilation attemppts. Most of
them are concentrateed in the firsst half of thee activity—
the first half to 1/3 in the seconnd half. This
approxiimately 2/3 in th
further confirms the ddata from the pprevious logfile analysis, in
which we observed thhat the process oof learning to pprogram and
generatting code is not homogenous annd simple, but ccomplex and
compriised of severall different phasses. In the case of code
compilaations, we can ddistinguish three distinct segmennts: an initial
exploraation characteriized by few uunsuccessful coompilations,
followeed by a phase with intense code evolution and many
compilaation attempts, and a final phase of final ttouches and
smallerr fixes, with a lower error rate.

5. 4

CONCLU
USION

This ppaper is an iinitial step tow
wards developiing metrics
(compiilation frequenccy, code size,, code evolutiion pattern,
frequenncy of correct/inncorrect compilaations, etc.) thatt could both
serve aas formative asssessments tools,, and pattern-finnding lenses
into stuudents’ free-form
m explorations in technology-rich learning
environnments.
The freequency of codee compilations, together with thhe code size
plots ppreviously anallyzed, enables us to trace a reasonable
approxiimation of each prototypical coding profile andd style. Such
an anallysis has importtant implications for the designn of projectments.
based llearning environm
First, too design and alloocate support ressources, momennts of greater
difficullty in the progrramming processs should be ideentified. The
data inndicate that thosse moments happpens mid-way through the
project and not towardds the end, as I innitially suspected (given the
deadlinne crunch anecddotally reportedd by many stuudents). The
proposeed metrics cann be calculatedd during the prrogramming
assignm
ment and not onnly at the end, soo instructors andd facilitators
could m
monitor studentss in real time annd offer help onnly when the
system indicates that sstudents are in a critical zone. T
These zones
might be detected when, for exxample, severaal incorrect
compilaations occur wiith few changess in character ccount, or an
atypicaal error rate cuurve is identifiied, or when tthe code is
changinng in size too muuch for a long peeriod of time.
Secondd, support materrials and strateggies need to be designed to
cater too diverse codinng styles and pprofiles. A “self-sufficient”

coder might not need too many examples, but will appreciate
good command reference. Similarly, novices might benefit more
from well-documented, easy to find examples with easy-to-adapt
code.
By better understanding each student’s coding style and behavior;
we also have an additional window into students’ cognition.
Paired with other data sources (interviews, tests, surveys), the data
could offer a rich portrait of the programming process and how it
affects students’ understanding of the programming language and
more sophisticated skills such as problem solving.
However, the implications of this class of technique are not
limited to programming. Granted, programming offers a relatively
reliable way to collect ‘project snapshots,’ even several times per
hour. But such approaches could be employed with educational
software, or even with tangible interfaces, with the right computer
vision toolkit.

6. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Due to the low number of participants, the current study does not
make any claims about statistical significance. Also, because of
the length of the assignment (3 weeks), some students lost part of
their log files and their data could not be considered. For future
studies, we will be using a centralized repository that would avoid
the local storage of the log files, increasing their reliability and
reduce lost data. Another limitation is that I do not log what
students do outside of the programming environment, so I might
mistakenly take a large thinking period with a pause.
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